
Refined by nature. Wise by tradition.

A collection of handmade organic mattresses  
certified by the Soil Association



Hypnos have developed a sleep experience that focuses 

on celebrating the beauty of organic and the prestige  

of heritage.  

Designed to respect nature, organic farming is leading 

the way on sustainability - enhancing the health of the 

soil, water and air, and providing the highest animal 

welfare standards of any international farming system. 

Our Organic mattresses are made by hand using traditional 

techniques passed down through the generations, 

uniquely designed for you, to fit your specifications.

Refined by nature. Wise by tradition.

Sleep made naturally

Inspiring sustainable sleep

Endorsed by the Eden Project, our strategic sustainability 

partner, the Organic collection celebrates the next 

chapter of the Origins Story and the relationship between 

the natural world and people, demonstrating how we can 

build a more sustainable future using materials that are 

easily recovered at end of life.

Hypnos’ unique collaboration with the Eden Project 

encompasses both charitable and sustainable initiatives 

and a technical approach to working with nature to 

protect the environment, thus satisfying our purpose to 

inspire people to sleep sustainably for the benefit of all 

living things.

In partnership with



A better way to farm

Organic is unique because of the very special care 

taken by farmers and growers to produce pure and 

high quality fibres using methods that work with nature.   

As such, organic farmers play a vital role as environmental 

stewards of land that is free of pesticides and artificial 

fertilisers, championing wildlife by maintaining hedgerows 

and wildflowers to naturally reduce pests and using crop 

rotation and animals to improve soil quality and health.  

Better for animals, organic farming standards are 

extremely high and constantly innovative to encourage 

more humane farming practices. Animals are genuinely 

free-range and free from preventative antibiotics, with far 

lower stocking densities.

The standard

The Global Organic Textile Standard is world-leading in 

organic textiles certification, independently awarded by 

The Soil Association Certification. This standard gives the 

assurance that the Hypnos Origins Organic collection has 

been made purely from certified organic fibres and materials 

that meet the highest social and environmental criteria, and 

that every process has been carefully considered to preserve 

the integrity of the collections’ organic status

Proud to be certified organic

Made with Organic
Certified by Soil Association Certification
DK31026

We source only the finest organic 

ingredients, including certified flax, 

cotton, eri silk, hemp, wool and 

natural latex sourced from FSC® 

approved forests.



The collection

Made with certified organic ingredients and individually 

hand-tailored, each mattress is covered with a soft organic 

wool and cotton fabric that is free from any chemicals.  

The collection offers medium and firm support and 

includes a cocooning pillow top and an easy to maintain 

no-turn model.  An organic comfort layer with natural wool 

and latex offers customisable luxury. 

TURNABLE

Beautifully crafted to offer a naturally firmer level of support. 
Filled with up to five organic wool fleeces, cotton, flax and 
hemp, known for their naturally cooling qualities. 

With two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Firm and extra firm tensions available

NO-TURN

Luxuriate and relax into an additional pillow made with 
a combination of organic wool, natural latex and special 
Adaptiv(TM) comfort springs.

With two rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Medium and firmer tensions available

PILLOW TOP

Carefully designed to offer a more relaxed feel with added 
layers of natural latex, this single-sided mattress simply 
needs to be rotated regularly.

With three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Medium and firmer tensions available

TURNABLE

Artfully combined fibres such as natural latex and the finest eri 
silk provide a sumptuous feel. With up to four organic wool fleeces, 
cotton, flax and hemp, known for their naturally cooling qualities.

With three rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Medium and firmer tensions available

Bespoke luxury



TURNABLE

Generously upholstered with over nine fleeces of organic 
wool and with exquisite hand-tailoring.

With four rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Medium and firmer tensions available

TURNABLE

Beautifully crafted with a focus on the finest details and 
materials. The luxury feel of natural latex, organic cotton, 
flax and hemp, and up to seven fleeces of organic wool,  
to naturally cool the body. 

With four rows of genuine hand side-stitching.

–

Medium and firmer tensions available

Designed to customise your  

sleep experience, a luxurious layer  

of latex is encased in organic wool.Hand side-stiched

organic
comfort layer



Handcrafted divans and headboards

To support every movement and enhance comfort, 

these beautifully crafted mattresses are coupled with a 

handmade pocket sprung divan and headboard made 

from sustainable wood sources and upholstered in an 

elegant natural wool fabric, free from any chemicals.

100% wool fabrics

Abraham Moon & Sons are an international textile brand 

with a long-standing reputation for innovation, design, 

and premium quality. The company creates authentic 

wool fabrics and accessories for leading fashion brands 

and interior designers worldwide, fusing traditional 

craftsmanship and methodologies with the latest 

technology. They are among a select few in the UK who 

can perform all processes at a single site, from dyeing the 

wool and making their own yarn to weaving and finishing 

the fabric, providing remarkable versatility and the ability 

to control each process to meet their exacting standards.

With colourways hand selected by designers at Moon and 

Hypnos, these wool fabrics partner the Origins Organic 

collection exclusively.

Natural
elegance



Discover Organic,  
part of the Origins story

Refined by nature. Wise by tradition.

Sleep made naturally


